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The Upgrade Program 



WELCOME TO FORTRESS LEARNING 

Hello and welcome. 

Thank you for seeking more information about the changes 
that are affecting Trainers.   

We hope that the following information will assist you in 
understanding what these changes mean for you. 

 National Training Manager 
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THE CHANGES 

The new TAE Training Package that came out in April 2016 had a few changes. Not long after, 
there was a change made to the Standards for RTOs (2015) regarding what it means to be 
compliant. 

Understanding those changes is key to understanding how best to upgrade your Cert IV TAE, 
and when to do it. This article will introduce what has changed and what you can be doing to 
prepare yourself so you can hit the ground running. 

Let’s look at what changed, then what it might mean for you. 

Changes to the Standards for RTOs (2015) 

The Standards now require that, by July of 2019, all Trainers/Assessors possess either: 

• TAE40116 Certificate IV in Training & Assessment, which includes TAELLN411 and
TAEASS502, OR

• TAE40110 Certificate IV in Training & Assessment, plus TAELLN411 and TAEASS502, or
their equivalent predecessors.

If you have a TAE Diploma or higher level qualification, then that would also be okay. 

Changes to the TAE Certificate IV in Training & Assessment 

At the Qualification level: 

The new TAE40116 Certificate IV in Training & Assessment is not equivalent to the 
TAE40110 Cert IV in Training & Assessment.   Instead of 7 core and 3 elective units, 
we now have 9 core units (TAELLN411 and TAEASS502 are the new kids on the block) 
and only one elective. 

At the unit level: 

While the DEL, DES and LLN units have remained equivalent, there are some 
important changes to some of the ASS units that are worth knowing about. 

TAEASS401 – Plan assessment activities and processes and TAEASS403 – Participate 
in assessment validation will require the provision of additional evidence to be able 
to demonstrate competency in these units. 
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WHAT DO I NEED TO DO? 

That depends on what you have already done and if you are wanting to end up with the 
latest Cert IV TAE, or just add the extra units alongside your TAE40110. 

If you just want to add the extra units, and if you do not already have them, the bare 
minimum is to complete TAELLN411 and TAEASS502. We can offer these as Standalone 
units. 

If you are deciding that you want to get ahead of the curve and attain the latest TAE40116 
Cert IV, then we have broken it down into four options. The following diagram will help 
you work out which one is best for you: 

Each Option will require slightly different things, but before we go into those details, let’s 
address something that is on a lot of people’s minds.
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WHY UPGRADING TO THE TAE40116 CERT IV TAE 
WILL BE A PERSONAL DECISION. 

The question about whether or not you should bother upgrading your Cert IV TAE to the 
TAE40116 really is about looking at what is happening outside and then asking what you 
want to happen inside. It’s a personal thing. 

What’s with the TAE? 

Let’s face it. If you are reading this, then chances are you are aware of what has been 
happening in our industry in recent years. You probably have first-hand experience of this 
strange combination of declining standards on the one hand, and shifting regulatory goal 
posts on the other. 

It’s a bit of a mess, really. 

The fact that it is so hard now to even gain approval to deliver the new TAE qualifications 
makes it clear that the old TAE is no longer worth what it once was. 

There are many thousands of Cert IV TAE graduates, with many of them possessing 
qualifications of dubious quality. We talk to them every day, and you probably do as well. 
They are in staffrooms, and they are applying for the same declining pool of training jobs 
and promotions that everyone else is.  

Perhaps more alarmingly, they are often also the ones doing damage and without 
knowing it. 

It is the chainsaw instructor who thinks it is fine to “pass” people who cannot hold a 
chainsaw…”takes too long to do the practical, and they’ll pick it up with a bit of 
experience”.  

It is the firearms safety instructor who thinks it is fine to “pass” people who have not held 
a gun…”too many people and we don’t have enough time for everyone to have a go”.  

It is even the TAE instructor who thinks an instrument is the same as a tool … 

They are not alone. You would have met many, and probably have had to deal with the 
fallout from their work. 

Alarmingly, the decline in quality accelerated as soon as the new TAE was announced last 
year. RTOs who probably had no intention of applying for the new one had been churning 
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WHY UPGRADING TO THE TAE40116 CERT IV TAE 
WILL BE A PERSONAL DECISION. 

them out – discounting deeply and pushing people through….people are out there with a 
Cert IV TAE40110 that they completed entirely in 3 days. 

Not surprisingly, this has led to a growing chatter about providers whose TAE 
qualifications are being unofficially blacklisted by employers…. 

Why Upgrade to the TAE40116? 

Actually, there is no ‘real’ reason to upgrade.  The Standards don’t require it.  In fact, I 
haven’t seen it written anywhere that anyone needs to have the latest TAEs for any 
reason at all.   As long as you pick up TAEASS502 and TAELLN411, your old TAE40110 Cert 
IV will do just fine. 

So, why bother to upgrade? 

It will probably happen eventually, but until then there really is only one reason. 

Some people will care. 

They will want to be taken seriously and they are, quite frankly, tired of being put in the 
same boat as everyone else. 

This was explained to me by a current student. She had been struggling to complete the 
old TAE40110, and despite a couple of false starts over a few years with a few RTOs, she 
did finish it. Let's call her Tracey. 

I asked Tracey why she was bothering to upgrade. After all, it is a bit of a cost. 

Tracey simply replied that it was a personal matter. If she didn’t have a permanent job, 
or if she wanted to go for a new job where she wasn’t already known, then those things 
would be motivators. But, for now at least, it was something more personal.  

It gave her confidence to stand firm in an industry that is more than a bit unsettled. 

You see, Tracey sees it like this: 

People don’t just keep doing things the way they have always been done; they often are 
not doing things at all that need to be done! They have a TAE and that makes them 
dangerous. 
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WHY UPGRADING TO THE TAE40116 CERT IV TAE 
WILL BE A PERSONAL DECISION. 

Less RTOs getting the new TAE means higher standards than the old one. Holding the 
latest TAE quals means that what she knows and can do has been recognised by one of 
the few RTOs that have managed to navigate the stricter standards required to get the 
new TAE on Scope. She can show that she cares about her own professional standing in 
an industry that seems to be lacking in professionalism. This in turn means that others will 
be more likely to value what she can do. 

She will be more valued. 

When that is combined with the harsh reality of a glut of trainers looking for work, it 
means that Tracey is in a more competitive position when it comes to seeking new 
opportunities. 

It’s about standing out from the crowd, she told me, and having the confidence to do 
what is right. 

It was that last bit that got me most. 

And it seems to be that same sentiment that is driving so many serious training 
professionals to get in touch with us to have their TAE updated as soon as they can.
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WHAT ARE YOUR OPTIONS? 

The table below will help you work out which Upgrade Option is best for you. 
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HOW LONG DO I HAVE? 

The new TAE40116 Cert IV in TAE is not entirely the same as the older TAE40110 Cert 4 
TAE. While not everyone will be jumping to upgrade, people who are wanting to 
distinguish themselves as training professionals are telling us that they are keen to do so. 

Yes, 8 of the 10 units are equivalent, but don’t be fooled into thinking that a TAE40116 
Upgrade can just be a matter of showing your old certificate and showing a resume or job 
description.  

Knowing what is involved first requires knowledge of what has changed. Here, we will go 
through the differences between TAE40116 and TAE40110, and what it means for your 
Upgrade with Fortress Learning. 

Difference 1. Industry currency required for TAE40116 

What is the gap? 

Unlike the Cert IV TAE40110, the TAE40116 requires that you demonstrate vocational 
competency in your proposed teaching and assessing area. Vocational competency is 
defined as broad industry knowledge and experience. 

What do we need? 

Documentation to demonstrate your current vocational competency. 

This may include, but is not limited to, holding a relevant unit of competency or 
qualification. 

What does it need to show? 

Details of how you have gained skills and knowledge in Vocational Education through your 
completion of VET Qualifications or work that you do in a specific industry relevant to 
Vocational Education. 
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HOW LONG DO I HAVE? 

What could you submit? 

Documentation can include such items as: 

• Copies of Qualifications you have completed in the past such as Cert I, II, II, IV or
Diplomas (this will be the easiest for most people)

• Position Descriptions
• Resumes
• Letter of Employment
• Employment Contracts
• Pay slips.

Difference 2. TAEASS401 Performance Evidence is different in 
TAE40116 

What is the gap? 

For TAEASS401 you are required to show that you have planned assessment for 5 
different Units of Competency (2 for RPL).  

Some of the Knowledge Evidence has also changed so our Upgrade assessment tasks 
integrate some Knowledge Questions within the same instruments that will guide you 
through the Performance Evidence side of things. 

What do we need? 

We have integrated the assessment for TAEASS502 and TAEASS401, but in a way that lets 
you demonstrate competency without the need to repeat lots of information.  

This means that you will need to complete 3 entire Assessment Tools for 3 units of 
competency of your choosing (or use existing documentation to provide evidence for RPL) 
and you will also be required to provide evidence of the 2 Units of Competency that were 
used in the planning of assessment for your TAEASS401A/B. 
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HOW LONG DO I HAVE? 

What does it need to show? 

For TAEASS502: 

For the TAEASS502, you are required to design and develop 3 x Assessment Tools against 
3 different Units of Competency. Each Assessment Tool must assess the ENTIRE Unit of 
Competency. 

Of these we recommend that: 

• 2 x Assessment Tools must be for a Training and Assessment Pathway
• 1 x Assessment Tool must be for a Recognition of Prior Learning (RPL) Pathway.

Each Assessment Tool should include: 

• Background, purpose and context information
• Unpacking of the Units of Competency
• A documented Assessment Plan
• The development of Assessment Instruments, including contextualisation
• Mapping documents for each of the Assessment Instruments
• Clear instructions to both candidates and assessors
• Trial, and consequent review of the Assessment Instruments
• A report and reflection on the entire process.

For TAEASS401: 

Depending on whether you have or have not completed the TAEASS502 unit, there are a 
number of different ways to evidence your competency in the TAEASS401 unit. 

TAEASS401 asks for the planning of 5 Assessments (2 RPL) for 5 different Units of 
Competency.  

We take the two assessments planned in your TAEASS401A/B unit into account and ask 
for evidence of planning of assessment on 3 further occasions. (For those completing 
TAEASS502, these plans are part of the assessment tool design.) 
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HOW LONG DO I HAVE? 

For those who already hold the TAEASS502, the planning for each of the 3 occasions will 
need to include: 

• An assessment plan
• A different endorsed or accredited Unit of Competency (or clusters of units of

competency) for each of the 2 occasions
• An Assessment Instrument for each occasion – you will need to develop one

Instrument from scratch; for the other, you will need to modify an existing
Assessment Instrument

• Contextualisation of the Unit(s) of Competency and the Assessment Instruments,
where required

• Incorporation of reasonable adjustment strategies into your plan
• Assessment mapping for the part of the unit chosen
• Evidence of checking that the draft Assessment Instrument meets candidate and

workplace needs
• Evidence of following organisational arrangements.

What could you submit? 

Documentation that shows all of the above. Not everyone will have every component, 
and so we will provide templates to assist in filling in any gaps you might have.  

Depending on what you did as part of your TAE40110 Cert IV, or Diploma of VET/TDD 
you may be able to include some of that. 
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HOW LONG DO I HAVE? 

Difference 3. TAEASS403 Performance Evidence is different in 
TAE40116

What is the gap? 

For TAEASS403, you are required to show that you have planned and participated in 3 
assessment validations. 

Some of the Knowledge Evidence has also changed so our Upgrade assessment tasks 
integrate some Knowledge Questions within the same instruments that will guide you 
through the Performance Evidence side of things. 

What do we need? 

Evidence that you have planned and prepared for at least one further validation process 
dated after the issuance of your Cert IV TAE40110. 

What does it need to show? 

Each Validation should include documented evidence of: 

• Validation Cover Sheet
• Validation Meeting Form
• Pre – Assessment Validation Checklist or
• Post – Assessment Validation Checklist
• Observers Report or Third Party Report to supplement documentary evidence
• Validation Findings Report
• Report describing what you did

What could you submit? 

Documentation that shows all of the above. 

Not everyone will have every component, and so we will provide templates to assist in 
filling in any gaps you might have.  

Depending on what you did as part of your TAE40110 Cert IV, or Diploma of VET/TDD you 
may be able to include some of that. 
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HOW LONG DO I HAVE? 

Difference 4. TAEASS401-403 Knowledge Evidence

What is the gap? 

The Knowledge Evidence in the non-equivalent units is not identical to the Required 
Knowledge of the superseded units. 

What do we need? 

Evidence that you possess the Knowledge that is specified in the new units. 

What could you submit? 

We provide a series of Knowledge Questions to assess the Knowledge Evidence. We have 
integrated these within the documents we use to collect Performance Evidence.  

To put it simply, the following table tells you what you need to do to cover the TAEASS401 
and TAEASS403 units: 
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HOW LONG DO I HAVE? 

Difference 5.  New core units in TAE40116

What is the gap? 

There are two new Core units in TAE40116 that were electives in TAE40110: 

TAELLN411 – Address adult, language, literacy & numeracy skills 
TAEASS502 – Design & develop assessment tools 

What do we need? 

Evidence that you are competent in both of these units. 

What could you submit? 

You are able to pursue one or both of these units through Recognition or Coursework 
assessment pathways. If you are seeking TAEASS502 via Recognition, that can be 
completed at the same time as addressing the gaps for TAEASS401 and TAEASS403. 
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HOW LONG DO I HAVE? 

The Standards require that Trainers be up to date by 1 July, 2019. 

We find that most people take about a month to complete their upgrade program, 
although this can increase to 3 months if they need to also do TAELLN411 and/or 
TAEASS502. 

Given what is involved, many people are asking if they should just do the Dip VET instead. 
Let’s look at that. 

Should I Upgrade my Cert IV TAE or just do the Dip VET? 

As we move away from the Cert IV TAE, more and more people are questioning the value 
of the qualification: Do I even need a Cert IV TAE anymore? Should I just do the Dip VET? 
It is a great question, but one that is not so easily answered. There certainly is a shift 
toward the Dip VET being the qualification held by people who want to be taken seriously 
as training professionals, and there are more and more jobs that have it as an essential 
requirement. 

But, there are still lots of people – and employers – who want to see the Cert IV TAE as 
well. Rightly or wrongly, there is an assumption that people who have the Dip VET but 
not the Cert IV have somehow jumped too far ahead – they might have learned to run, 
but they cannot be trusted to walk…. 

It’s a vexed situation, and one that complicates the decision about whether to upgrade 
the Cert IV or just go for the Dip VET. 
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HOW LONG DO I HAVE? 

It doesn’t have to be one or the other. 

If you believe that holding the new TAE40116 Certificate IV in Training & Assessment will 
help you, then we would encourage you to pursue that one.  It will not take as long as 
doing the entire TAE50116 Diploma of Vocational Education & Training.  But, what it will 
do is provide a stepping stone toward the Dip VET. 

It will be like a try-out, if you like. 

You can do the TAE Cert IV Upgrade, and then when you have done that, you can choose 
to do the Dip VET.   

Or, if you want to save a bit of time and money you can enrol in both at the same time. 

How does that work? 

It is quite simple. 

When you enrol in both, we will then develop a Personal Learning Plan that allows you to 
first do the parts of the Diploma that will fulfil the requirements for the new Cert IV. Once 
you have done those bits, you can graduate with your new Cert IV then continue with 
your Dip VET. 
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SOME FINAL THOUGHTS 

We do not believe that everyone should be upgrading to the TAE40116. We believe that 
doing so will be a personal decision that we each can make for ourselves. 

Our goal with the information we have provided is to allow you to make an informed 
decision. 

If there is anything more we can do to help you make an informed decision, then be sure 
to let us know. 

You can reach us on 1300 141 994 or enrolments@fortresslearning.com.au. 

We look forward to it. 
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